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   From the Pulpit... 
 

“When Was it That We Saw?” 
Rev. Julie Sheridan-Smith – Preaching 

Isaiah 58:8-12, Matthew 25:31-40 

April 24, 2022 
 

 

We sang “All Hail the Pow’r of Jesus’ Name” – and we rejoice in the resurrection!  Our reading 

from Matthew begins speaking of his glory and throne and yet these images of royalty and glory 

move immediately to this one we praise and his claim -that he is to be seen in all of the  “least of 

these”  …the hungry, thirsty, imprisoned, and lonely…the broken – here and now-  in this world.                          

Reminding us that this is where we will see God!   

Today, the second Sunday of Easter, we continue through our series:  

from the prayers we have offered to God of our own brokenness- as well as that we see in others    

up close and in the world. Prayers - that we may have and know God’s restoration.  And now… 

following our Easter Sunday in which we celebrated Jesus’ resurrection with the question it 

raises…what are we going to do now?  –  we consider the ways we respond and participate in 

this resurrection life!  We consider how we are asked to understand   that in some way we are all 

saved - by how we treat each other. 

 

And yes, of course, this is a call to “do something” for others but it is also a comfort when we are 

in need…that somehow others may see God in us.  

…Not only because we cherish and are grateful to be able to be “fix it” people,  but because we 

are restored as we restore, we are healed   as we repair,  we see the world and others as God sees 

and loves… and then we need not ask “When was it that we saw you?” 

                                                          

Your thoughts and prayers for this series, fell into six categories: brokenness of physical health 

and wellbeing, mental and spiritual health, brokenness in relationships, our communities and 

government, brokenness with God’s creation.  Some of these are things that you desire for 

others, and some are things you may feel and experience in your life. 

 

Today we look to that first area, physical health and well-being, and the prayer you offered for 

those facing hunger and food insecurity.  

Food insecurity is a huge umbrella of brokenness housed in those two words.   
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And it is at the front of God’s mind and heart which we hear so often and throughout the bible:     

For I was hungry, and you gave me food… if you offer your food to the hungry.  And caring for 

the widow, orphan and stranger is by biblical definition those who are at risk of food and shelter 

insecurity. And offering hospitality (food and housing) to strangers is by both old and new 

testament readings   a way we may meet God’s messengers. Your prayer for health and well- 

being that pointed toward those facing hunger and food insecurity encompasses the desire and 

intention of God’s heart, as well as the reason for so many layers and generations of brokenness. 

 

Both of our readings, spoken through Isaiah a long - long time ago and the story of the separation 

of sheep and goats that Jesus tells    make a very clear affirmation that this is a real and tangible 

way we are called to respond in this world. 

 

When we pray for those facing hunger and food insecurity, we know this is actually something 

we can do something about- and through several ministries we are involved with, we do. And 

yet, there is still so much hunger and food insecurity in the world! And our readings today speak 

toward the core of why this may still be.         

 

Can we consider that this ongoing need may come from a real and deep brokenness that lies in 

the fact that we   do not see each other as equally and fully human… that we do not choose to see 

God in the face of others.   

And is it possible that this is why this lesson from Jesus is the very last teaching Jesus gives 

before Maundy Thursday and the cross of Good Friday – because it is and always has been so 

important. 

 

On Good Friday we speculated, for those able to be part of Maundy Thursday… was the comfort 

and familiarity we enjoyed with each other perhaps similar to the comfort and familiarity the 

disciples felt that night with Jesus…and is that comfort and familiarity part of why they did not 

understand what Jesus was saying and doing?  Why they could not see?  Is comfort and 

familiarity why we may not see?   

 

So to that question, what do we do now – we hear the answer in both Isaiah and Matthew. An 

answer that weaves through the entire Bible, that creates in us a sense of being and purpose… 

This question, when did we see you- answered by - when you fed, clothed, visited…cared    

meets with the identity God wants us to claim for ourselves…to be Repairers of the Breach! 

 

Now of course this is a term you are by now very familiar with. - Repairers of the Breach…   

When you hear from the Benevolence Board each month in the Beyond our Walls newsletter as 

well as spoken each month during announcements   with a bit of information on how you can 

support through an organization the church is connected with.   

 

This is one of them- and as many of you may know, all the donations of items and money that 

Lorna spoke a word of thanks to, from the Benevolence Board a couple weeks ago.  This is the 

organization we make bag lunches for each month and for May our “In the Middle” kids we 

prepare as part of the   learning and serving gatherings we do together.  And of course, the other 

food insecurity organizations we regularly participate in    such as St. Ben’s and Just One More 

Ministry…You are aware and many take part. And yes, that is good, and important. 
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We can also see this need, when we simply look at the breadth of news and consider the huge 

number of refugees from Ukraine freely welcomed into Poland, and yet these needs are 

beginning to overwhelm that country.   Or, do you see the need when you see the cardboard sign 

…and maybe even chance to look in the eye of the person holding it as they stand with others at 

corners of busy intersections. The question goes beyond our ability – or attempts to fix it.  What 

it asks of us is- are we moved to see God – see Jesus - in them? 

   

Now it can be overwhelming- if we get tangled up in, “I can’t help everyone.” And our hearts 

become overwhelmed by the vulnerability created by hunger and homelessness. But listen to 

what a Christian author quoted from a Hasidic/Jewish teaching, “There is nothing as whole as a 

broken heart.”   Perhaps we are healed when we allow our heart to be broken. 

 

Here is an interesting thing about Just One More Ministry and Repairers of the Breach (and 

many, other helping organizations available to us). The people that felt called to start them, and 

many of the people that work in and for them have come from or continue living in 

circumstances of - at risk. Some previously incarcerated, lonely, sick, homeless and hungry.                               

They were moved by the way they felt God saw them – and brought restoration and healing.   

The Call to Meditation this morning is from “Just One More” ministries purpose statement,    

“Inviting the ignored, the forgotten, the addicted, the hungry, the formerly incarcerated to come,    

be served, and to serve alongside each other as God’s children.”       Lord, when was it that we 

saw you? 

 

And you may or may not know, that some of the people that work at Repairers of the Breach,    

standing as security and helping us when we deliver the bag lunches we have made, are the very 

people that have received help. As one-time members there who have been uplifted and returned 

to help new members.  

One of these people commented, that before he came to “Repairers” it had felt like he was trying 

to break through a brick wall. 

Are there walls we- you need to tear down in order to better be a Repairers of the Breach? 

 

I repeat, that the story or parable of the sheep and goats that Jesus tells is the very last teaching - 

with a plan of action - that Jesus gives before the plotting that culminates in betrayal and 

denial…the cross.  If we wonder where now we can see God, Jesus basically says to us all,  

yes, when you move toward repairing, when you take part in restoring, you moved toward and 

see me.  You saw me in that brokenness, that need, the messiness, the “least of these.”                                                                                    

And this cannot be about simply feeling pity for the other that doesn’t have it as good as we do.    

This is not about our ability to try to “fix it”-  it is about seeing God in the vulnerable and 

forgotten. 

 

This parable – if you look it up in your bible may have a subheading that calls it “the judgement 

of the nations.” But I think there is something besides judgement and division to hear in it.     

That it may not be about those that do good getting to go to heaven.  What if inheriting the 

kingdom Jesus says is prepared for us, is more about the mercy we liv here and now.                                                             

Inheriting that kingdom that is with us in all kinds of brokenness, including the way food 
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insecurity destabilizes lives and places walls between the abundant life Jesus speaks of and 

expects for us. 

 

This is what it means to be created in God’s image… not the glory, perfection and power we 

attribute to God, but this new identity…or everlasting image that grows in us, to act in ways that 

nurture the well being of others at risk…being formed in the Spirit of mercy and generosity…  in 

the spirit that seeks to realize that the brokenness in the world…the prayers we offer to God for 

healing,  may come from a real and deep brokenness that lies in the fact that we do not see each 

other as equally and fully human… that we do not choose to see God in the face of others.   

For it is there…we must see that we are all a reflection of God’s image.   

 

And when we look to God’s saving grace spoken from the beginning through creation, through 

the story of the Exodus, through the ancient call and prayer to love God with all of our being,     

which is done through loving others and ourselves. When we look to God’s saving grace   

spoken through the incarnation, the cross and resurrection, we know it now in the way God 

touches our heart and give us ALL a new identity-  

 

Allow yourself to feel the restoration and healing God offers you, when you take on the identity 

and resurrection life God invites you to be- repairer of the breach and restorer of streets to live in.     

 Amen 

 

 

 


